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A B S T R A C T   

Thermal management is a crucial parameter in lithium-ion batteries to maintain the temperature of the batteries 
within safer working limits. If the optimum working temperature is not maintained, it triggers thermal runaway 
conditions and causes them to propagate heat from one cell to another within pack level configurations. In 
battery thermal packaging, several government norms such as GB 38031/32 has suggested that for optimum 
thermal packaging, there should be a significant delay in the thermal runaway trigger point which can prevent a 
vehicle from going into catastrophic failure since the driver gets a preventive alert for the high-rise temperature 
of a cell at an early stage. Delaying thermal runaway occurrence can be effectively achieved by using an inte-
grated layer of PCM. However, present conventional PCMs have a lower thermal conductivity which poses 
instability in delaying thermal runaway trigger point. This can be improved by using graphene-enhanced 
composite phase change material, in which the percentage of added extended graphene (EG) determines the 
improvement in thermophysical property, concisely thermal conductivity of CPCM. The current study examines 
thermal runaway in widely used cathode materials, LiNiMnCoO2 (NMC) and LiFePO4 (LFP), within a typical 
large format prismatic cell profile with a commonly used heater-assisted test. The thermal runaway trigger point 
is monitored for the cases of cell without CPCM and with CPCM to find potential improvement in the delay point. 
Thermal runaway modeling and statistical safety regime response show that submerging batteries in a CPCM can 
delay thermal runaway onset by 20 min. When scaling up to a 7S1P battery module level, it is concluded that the 
smallest addition of EG in CPCM can delay the thermal runaway trigger point and reduce peak temperatures in 
the battery module over 66 to 113.2 min, which strategically complies with battery safety norms.   

1. Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have garnered significant attention 
owing to their notable characteristics such as high energy density, 
robust cycle stability, and prolonged lifespan, making them a preferred 
choice for powering diverse electronic devices, including mobile 
phones, electric vehicles (EVs), and energy storage systems (ESS). 
Nevertheless, owing to their elevated energy density and the presence of 
volatile chemical compounds, LIBs are linked to a range of safety 
problems, mostly centered around thermal safety issues, including the 
occurrence of thermal runaway (TR) in these batteries [1]. Therefore, a 

large number of battery thermal management systems (BTMS) research 
has been initiated in the past to prevent battery temperature from going 
into abusive conditions [2]. Air cooling, liquid cooling, and phase 
change material (PCM) cooling are all examples of these technologies in 
use today. With its great efficiency and ease of use, PCM cooling has 
emerged as the most viable option to replace both air cooling and liquid 
cooling technologies [3–5]. The conventional PCM battery thermal 
design is limited by its inferior thermophysical characteristics, specif-
ically lower thermal conductivity, leading to a reduced heat transfer 
rate. 

Lately, numerous academics have been focusing on enhancing the 
thermophysical properties of conventional PCMs. This is because their 
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